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We’ve done our own analytics work to explore the benefits of this new technology and its potential for the future. The goal of this research was to understand the difference in the new player models and AI engine with and without the
inclusion of HMT. Furthermore, we wanted to determine whether any improvements could be seen in terms of player ratings, skill creation and player potential. This research is based on a selection of players from England’s U18 and
U19 International teams. Please note: FIFA 22 is still in development, so results may change as we add new features to the engine. Furthermore, the final build will be tested on multiple platforms with multiple build iterations. This
research is based on a build tested on a high-end PC. Player models Both the men’s and women’s National team players in this sample performed a few tests to confirm their movements, tackling and decision making. This research
suggests that the player models with HMT have clearer and more accurate movements, tackling and decision making. Men’s Here are some of the data points gathered for the men’s National team. We’ve recorded the following data
points from these 12 players to ensure that the data is comparable: Age Height Weight The game of FIFA allows for a form of individual player control, at the expense of teamwork and organization. When using the Pro controllers,
players can use “Ultra Player 2.0”, which gives them full control over all aspects of their game. As you can see in the data below, “Ultra Player 2.0” was the setting used in these tests. FIFA 22 does not have an “Ultra Player 2.0” setting.
Instead, players can use “Basic Player 2.0”, which is what most people will end up using. This setting has been reduced in FIFA 22 compared to other previous iterations, and lacks the control that “Ultra Player 2.0” provides. The top row
represents the “Basic Player 2.0” setting. The middle row represents the “Basic Player 2.0 + HMT” setting, which is the setting used in this research. The bottom row represents the “Basic Player 2.0” setting with “Ultra Player 2.0”
turned on.

Fifa 22 Features Key:
FIFA Soccer 22 delivers the most realistic football experience ever. Authentic ball physics, AI teammates that behave and compete like real players, and new adjustments to the dynamic environment mean players around you react more realistically to each opponent’s unique style of play.
Hyperfast motion technology for razor-sharp ball control, unique movement animations, and other game-changing features ensure your skills and decisions will be the difference between success and failure.
Compete and watch all your favourite clubs against some of the top national teams in FIFA World Cup history. Grab your broadcast pack of your favourite team and download the game for FIFA World Cup™ Details.
The UEFA Champions League is back - including more of the world’s top stars. Win Europe’s richest club competition and claim your spot in a live draw to compete for the UEFA Champions League™ including all the recent Premier League champions, Italy's champions and more!
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FIFA is an award-winning series that has sold over 200 million units worldwide. FIFA 22 is a flagship title in the franchise and the largest game in the history of the franchise. FIFA 22 features the most advanced and authentic 3D
gameplay engine in the series, delivering a more connected, deeper and refined gameplay experience than ever before. FIFA 22 builds on the momentum of the crowd-favorite Ultimate Team mode, featuring a new and improved
Ultimate Team Draft Mode, along with revamped and improved gameplay. Playable by millions of football fans around the world, FIFA Ultimate Team features a huge number of cards: players, superstars, sponsors, and more! New
features: New Attack Systems Ultimate Team: Draft Mode Gameplay on a New Continent Innovative AI Key Features: Unprecedented Player Control Unrivalled Authenticity Global Gameplay The World’s No. 1 Soccer Game Evolving
Progression System Real-World Player Contractions New Goalkeeper Conditioning Improved Player Traits Jumps, Collisions, and Interceptions New Seasons New Casual Game Mode World-Class Commentary and Social Features New Skill
Stick New Camera Effects New Commentary Team Up to Four-Player Co-Op* New Match Flow PS4 SPECIFIC FEATURES The new demo for PS4 features gameplay enhancements that will not be available in the Final version. New features:
Quick-Reaction Controls Referee Snap Decision System Pre-Match and Intermission Ball Control Powerful Player Crouch Method New Tutorial Mode Playable by millions of football fans around the world, FIFA Ultimate Team features a
huge number of cards: players, superstars, sponsors, and more!Playable by millions of football fans around the world, EA SPORTS FIFA 22 brings the game even closer to the real thing with fundamental gameplay advances and a new
season of innovation across every mode. The World’s No. 1 Soccer GameNew Attack SystemsUltimate Team: Draft ModeGameplay on a New ContinentInnovative AIGlobal GameplayThe World’s bc9d6d6daa
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As in the 2013 version, players now have distinct career modes and ULTIMATE TEAM mode. IN-GAME MESSAGE – BECOME A STAR and track your steps, shots, dribbles, assists, headers, passes, tackles and saves. CHALLENGES – Create
and customise the perfect team with your favorite players using in-game challenges. FIFA WORLD CUP™ – It’s time to embrace the World Cup and prepare yourself for the most anticipated event in the sporting calendar. FIFA WORLD
CUP delivers the most authentic experience of the most coveted tournament in the world in your living room. Experience all the drama, excitement, and all the key moments live as the players and managers, and see your club progress
from the group stage to the final. Download the free FIFA 22 demo to experience and test drive the game until Aug. 3, 2018. When you buy the game, you’ll get access to the full game, along with 3 DLC packs: Exclusive FIFA Ultimate
Team™ (UT) content – New packs and items every month with real world-licensed players and gear. World Cup 2018™ – Featuring new gameplay elements based on insights and experiences gathered from the 2018 FIFA World Cup™,
including highlight moments from the tournament. FIFA Ultimate Team™ Manager – An all-new, innovative mode in FIFA, where you can play as your favourite club’s manager, taking your own squad from the very bottom to the very top
of the Premier League. The teams will be featured in Champions League this season, 12 more clubs from each group will be relegated for next season. Out of the 14 teams, 3 will be relegated each. The following clubs will be relegated
to the Premier League: Middlesbrough will have been relegated to the Championship after just one season in the Premier League. They finished the season on 51 points, 5 behind 6th place Manchester United. They finished the season
with the following statistical data: Champions League: The new qualifying system means that the total points obtained from the UEFA International Club Calender will be used as the minimum number of points a team must have in order
to qualify for Europe’s premier cup competition. In order to qualify for the 2018-19 edition, clubs must now have a minimum of 17 points, 3 points more than in previous years. 12 teams will qualify for the competition, 1 more than in the

What's new in Fifa 22:
New features and improvements that have been made based on the fans' feedback and in line with FIFA developer, PES, and Activisions feedback
Introducing All-time Team of the Year series
Assembling a side with unlocked players and kits, or the All-Times Team
Three more league’s emerging to FIFA The Journey
Rainbow Ball effects
Expanded Creation Centre in Player Creation
Better colour match between players and kits for true players on screen
Added dynamic effects including the bright pitch
11 FIFA Team Series expansion cards
Player models updated based on new Nike
UEFA official logos added
256 new Achievements/Trophies
Enhanced Goalkeeper Guide
FIFA 22 Screenshots
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FIFA is the world’s best-selling team sports video game franchise, only available from Electronic Arts. FIFA Ultimate Team™, which launched in 2005, has been downloaded over 100 million times worldwide.
FIFA is constantly being optimized by the teams at EA Canada in Burnaby, BC. Incorporating both new and existing gameplay innovations, FIFA™ 21, launches this August on PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC.
FIFA 21: The game introduces a new host of improvements and innovations for a more realistic, authentic and connected football experience. FIFA 21 also delivers a brand new game engine, which delivers
unparalleled authenticity in every aspect of the game. The teams at EA Canada in Burnaby, BC have been busy gathering feedback and will continue refining FIFA 21 using feedback from the talented player
community. The FIFA 21 game engine is fueled by a new and modernized game engine core that delivers on-par graphics and gameplay polish with 10 times the sheer number of players on the pitch. FIFA 21
also features updated animation systems and new animation skill trees. The game engine also delivers an upgraded AI engine that allows players and the referee to recognize the correct behaviour of the
players, enabling a wider range of animations such as Jumps and Boos. The results are more realistic reactions and realistic player interactions with the surroundings. The teams at EA Canada in Burnaby, BC
are constantly exploring different gameplay scenarios to improve the experience of playing and watching online. Most recently, the Digital and Online team at EA Canada has been focusing on improving the
online connectivity of the game and the online experience for all fans playing FIFA on all platforms. Fans can now experience online multiplayer more closely to the real-life atmosphere thanks to expanded
Internet functionality. Various online tournaments and events are also being added to the dynamic career mode called FUT Champions. Community features such as Clubs, Kit Packs and Player Galleries are
being updated, providing players with new ways to interact and enjoy the game. The teams at EA Canada in Burnaby, BC are also paying close attention to the great feedback delivered to our forums, which are
among the biggest and most popular community-based forums on the web today, which allows you to communicate directly with the development team. FIFA 21 will also launch with over 1,000 real-world
National Team kits, licensed directly from the teams of the world, to make sure you look and feel right at home on the pitch.
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:
Windows XP and higher RAM: 4GB or more GPU: DirectX 11 Compatible GPU (minimum requirements are at least DirectX 9.0c) Mac OS 10.6 or higher A free copy of Realtek High Definition Audio driver (v
1.2.0.70 or later)
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